Digital Democracy Conference
Voting Results

Have you ever participated in an online debate?

When poll is active, respond at PollEv.com/ecas

Text ECAS to +32 460 200 056 once to join

Yes: 18
No: 12
Don't know: 3
Crowdsourced legislation is

- consulted with the public online: 10
- elaborated by the public and decision-makers by interacting online: 25
- proposed by citizens and proposed to decision-makers: 12
- is related to the use of e-democracy platforms: 2
- I don't know: 4

When poll is active, respond at PollEv.com/ecas
Text ECAS to +32 460 200 056 once to join
Would you like to be involved in co-legislating?

When poll is active, respond at PollEv.com/ecas
Text ECAS to +32 460 200 056 once to join

- Yes, but I do not have the time: 1
- Yes, if I am trained on how to do this: 14
- Yes, and I'm going to get involved: 15
- No: 2
How many times have you participated in the online consultations of the European Commission?

When poll is active, respond at PollEv.com/ecas
Text ECAS to +32 460 200 056 once to join

- Never: 19
- Once: 1
- 2 or 3 times: 2
- 4 or 5 times
- More than 5 times
Should the EU move from online consultation to online co-decision with citizens?

When poll is active, respond at PollEv.com/ecas
Text ECAS to +32 460 200 056 once to join

- Yes, and I'd like to be involved: 19
- Yes, but I don't want to be involved: 5
- No: 5